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Dynamic soil properties of a soil specimen are important parameters for the analysis and design of structures required to resist dynamic loads such as 
earthquake shaking, machinery vibration, tra�c loading, etc. The resonant column test is a commonly used laboratory test for measuring dynamic soil 
properties. The resonant column test is performed by vibrating a solid or hollow soil specimen to �nd the �rst-mode resonant frequency of the soil 
specimen, which is then used to determine additional dynamic soil properties. Currently, resonant column systems require a high level of expertise 
and signi�cant time and e�ort by the user. For example, current systems require that some of the electronics be removed to access the specimen 
container, and thus these electronics must be removed and then reinstalled between each test. In addition, in order to test di�erent ranges of frequen-
cies, di�erent sensors must be installed within the test chamber, further requiring modi�cation of the testing equipment during testing. This makes 
performing a resonant column test an expensive option and limits the number of situations where the bene�ts of performing a resonant column test 
outweigh the costs. 

Current resonant column systems also have limited torque capacity, angular deformation, and vertical deformation through consolidation, and the 
current method of applying torsional stress to induce the vibrations also causes a bending stress, which interferes with the resonant column test. 
Electronics within current resonant column systems are exposed to changing pressure and moisture, which leads to corrosion. All of these characteris-
tics of current resonant column systems makes them less valuable and harder to operate, and therefore, less useful.

The new GCTS SRC-100 Resonant Column Device introduces several innovations over existing test systems to greatly simplify the performance of 
resonant column and torsional shear tests. These innovations include features to measure the dynamic soil properties more accurate and reliable and 
without the complexities of existing systems. 

The above features provide a level of automation requiring minimum user interaction and technical competency reducing the operation cost. All the 
necessary components are included in the SRC-100 device to perform complete tests and fully characterize the dynamic properties of a soil specimen 
including the e�ects of e�ective stress, stress path, and strain amplitude.

Compact specimen Open cell and remove 
specimen

Slide specimen in & 
remove mold Close cell Perform test

QUICK SPECIMEN SETUP & TEST

This device introduces the following unique innovations after innovations:

Sti� half-circle reaction support (allows easy and fast specimen setup)

Precise laser sensor to measure angular deformations from 1% to 2x10   % strain

External (through cell wall) measurements (no re-positioning necessary)

Torque motor suspended on springs (does not rest on top of specimen) and guided on precise linear bearings

External torque motor (not susceptible to corrosion while using water as con�ning medium inside the cell)

Load frame to apply axial loads through torque motor for anisotropic consolidation

In addition, the SRC-100 also incorporates the following additional features to make this device a state-of-the-practice testing system which 
can be employed by commercial testing laboratories to provide actual dynamic material characteristics required for numerical analyses used 
in common geotechnical design software:

Fully computerized

Automated cell close/lift assembly (does not require fasteners)

Integrated water reservoir & vacuum pump

Integrated pore volume change sensor

High capacity torque motor with 2.3 N-m peak torque

High productivity with quick specimen setup

Smart software for test performance and report generation

Options for bender element and unsaturated soil testing
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The SRC-100 automatically performs frequency sweeps to �nd the specimen resonant frequency used to calculate the shear modulus and half-power 
ration damping. Free-vibration decay damping is also performed at resonant frequency. 

The desired e�ective stresses and shear amplitudes are preprogrammed on the GCTS Application software.  The system automatically performs the 
consolidation stage for each prescribed e�ective stress and the frequency sweeps at speci�ed shear strain amplitudes after each completed consolida-
tion stage. 

The software automatically produces PDF or Excel reports including all the calculations and graphics ready for presentation.

PERFORM TEST

REMOVE SPECIMEN & PRINT REPORT

Automated acquisition of full material characterization



The new GCTS SRC-100 Resonant Column Device has evolved into a simple to use testing system using modern sensors and computerized electronics 
that perform this test e�ciently, automatically, and most importantly, accurately. 

The time to perform a full test has been reduced greatly as it is not necessary to install delicate instrumentation to setup each soil specimen to be 
tested in this device. In addition, the testing procedures with this device have been greatly simpli�ed requiring only a minimum of operator training 
to obtain meaningful results.

This device o�ers the necessary components to easily convert the SRC-100 into a full dynamic & stress path triaxial system to perform liquefaction, 
cyclic strength, resilient modulus, as well as CU, CD and UU static triaxial tests. This system can also be �tted with bender elements as well as 
unsaturated platens.

All above improvements greatly increase productivity and minimize operator training e�ort, signi�cantly reducing the life cycle cost of 
the GCTS SRC-100 Resonant Column Device.

Speci�cations

Servo controlled axes

Analog Inputs

Peak torque capacity

Axial load capacity

Maximum cell pressure

Shear strain resolution

Maximum shear strain

Maximum frequency

3 (torsional stress, axial stress/strain, 
cell pressure)
8

2.3 N-m

10 kN (2.5 kN with torque motor 
installed)
1,000 kPa

± 1%

500 Hz
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Max. sampling rate 50 kHz:

Max. specimen diameter

Max. specimen height

Dimensions

Weight

70 mm

160 mm (2.25:1)

81 x 59 x 112 cm (W x D X H)

160 kg

Installation requirements

2 x 10   (2 x 10   %)7

Power

Compressed air

Water

200 – 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 8 Amps

1,000 kPa clean, dry air (12 mm or 
1/2” nylon tubing) 

Clean or Distilled (6 mm or 
¼” nylon tubing)
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